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Challenge Statement
“Utilities have an obligation to provide safe, affordable, reliable energy
to all. We believe the time has come to expand the traditional compact
in the utility sector to include clean energy and new perspectives on
equity. We must consider the impacts on the grid, the traditional utility
business model and customers, especially around affordability and
access. Particular attention is needed to ensure that at-risk customers
share the benefits of the transition to a clean energy economy.

It is critically important that we get the right balance. Please join us in
the Equity in the Clean Energy Economy (ECEE) Collaborative.”
Jamie Wimberly, CEO, DEFG LLC
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The Launch of the “Equity in a Clean
Energy Economy Collaborative”
This new collaborative will include a wide range of
stakeholders in order to give voice to many perspectives. An
ongoing stream of research will facilitate discussion.
❑

Analytical framework and systemic considerations

❑

Voice-of-the-customer surveys and research

❑

Case studies of innovation and best practices

❑

New utility program designs

❑

Regulatory issues and considerations

❑

Meta-analysis of policy positions
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Our Starting Point: Daily Realities for At-Risk Customers
Lack of access
to computers
and
broadband

Lack of time
and resources

Lack of
access to
credit

Food
insecurity

Lack of
savings

Landlord issues

Health
concerns

Discrimination

Inadequate
education

Lack of
transportation

Unemployment
Underemployment
Insufficient wages

Poor
housing
stock
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Principles for Equity in a Clean Energy Economy
Equitable

• Improving universal access, including clean energy
• Ensuring inclusion in strategy/decisions (procedural equity)
• Ensuring fair division of costs and benefits (distributive equity)

Clean

• Significantly reducing carbon emissions and other pollutants
• Adapting to and mitigating negative climate change impacts
• Promoting sustainable approaches to serving at-risk customers
• Keeping the lights on and maintaining power quality

Resilient • Adapting grid for distributed generation and smart tech
• Providing greater resiliency for vulnerable communities
• Lowering energy burden on at-risk customers

Affordable • Providing greater access to financing and consumer credit
• Evaluating clean energy investments on rates and rate design
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Mission Statement
Bring together different
stakeholders to create new
approaches and tools that ensure
equity in a clean energy economy
for at-risk customers and
communities
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Effective Collaboration
Our Focus
• At-Risk Customers and Communities
• Power Sector: Generation,
Distribution, Storage and Efficiency
• Utility Regulation and Policies
• Engagement and Inclusion of At-Risk
Customers

Our Principles
• Respect and encouragement of
different points of view
• Share best practices and offer new
ways to think about old issues
• Develop and test strawman concepts
• Promote transparency, with all work
products made public at no charge
• Provide tools, customer research and
analysis to facilitate decision-making
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Conceptual Framework: Facilitating Prioritization, Planning
and Evaluation
Metrics (Energy Burden
Reliability, Safety, Etc.)

Conceptual Framework

Move from
Concept to
Application

Framework will assist with prioritization, planning and evaluation as part of a
portfolio of clean energy options focused on at-risk customers and realities
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Framework Development & Application
Meta-Analysis & Clearinghouse
Case Studies & Best Practices

Tracks of Work
Voice of the Customer Research

Regulatory & Policy
New Utility Program Design
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Deliverables
Track 1

Track 4

Framework Development & Application

Voice of the Customer Research

-Webinars on framework, applications, and tests;
work papers from the work group process

-Webinars on qualitative research will include
presentations on customer surveys

Track 2

Track 5

Meta-Analysis & Clearing House

Regulatory & Policy

-Updated resource guide and list of policy
statements; webinar on meta-analysis

-Webinars; work papers from the work group
process

Track 3
Case Studies & Best Practices

-Webinars on best projects and practices in
other sectors

Track 6
New Utility Program Design

-Webinars and supporting documentation
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Benefits of Participation
Guide the formulation of creative approaches to address pressing issues that
have captured the imagination of the public and regulatory agencies
Build a network of individuals and organizations who want successful
collaboration on the clean energy transition
Identify practical strategies for organizations to leverage in meeting demand
in a way that benefits low-income, disadvantaged and at-risk customers
Identify people and resources enthusiastic about supporting innovation

Avoid reinventing the wheel; save strategic planning investments by
leveraging public-private partnerships
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Membership, Schedule, and Requirements
Membership
o Open to all invited stakeholders
o No cost to join for public stakeholders
o Access to all research deliverables outlined in this prospectus
Schedule
o The project is schedule for March through December 2021
Membership requirements:
o Provide input and feedback regarding the research and its design
o Participate in webinars
o Respond to surveys or requests for short interviews on well-defined
topics
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Tracks of Work: Detailed Scope
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Purpose and Process for Track 1:
Framework Development & Application
Purpose
The purpose of Track 1, Framework Development and Application, is to
help stakeholders evaluate and make decisions regarding program
planning, program design, and investments that will have an impact on
low income, disadvantaged, and at-risk customers

Process
1. Develop a detailed version of the conceptual framework,
including definition and quantification of the principles to
the extent possible
2. Identify the pillars (columns) in a manner that facilitates
prioritization, evaluation, and decision making
3. Populate and test the framework with programs, policies,
and investments
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Track 1: Framework Development
and Application
Tasks
Create work groups based on interests
and expertise
Draft alternative strawman
frameworks; identify
applications for consideration
Develop metrics and quantifiable
formulas to provide a means to compare
and evaluate options
Test the framework with various clean
energy approaches and options

Deliverables
Webinar on fully-developed
framework
Webinar on applications and tests
based on real-world data
An assembled set of work papers
from the work group process
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Track 2: Meta-Analysis & Clearinghouse
Tasks

Deliverables

Continuously update a resource guide and a list of policy
statements from organizations and associations
o Easy access to foundation of materials for
discussions and interactions

Updated resource guide and list of policy
statements from organizations and
associations

Make publicly available prior DEFG research, including
arrearage management, low-income community solar
and other customer research
Create a clearinghouse of materials on a range of utilityrelated consumer issues:
o Utility bills, bill payment, assistance programs,
debt management programs, customer service
initiatives, innovative customer service offerings,
etc.

Webinar presentation of the implications
for equity and a clean energy economy
Dedicated website with publiclyaccessible materials
Clearinghouse for new funding
opportunities and investments in clean
energy
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Track 3: Case Studies & Best Practices
Tasks
Invite presentations from leading thinkers, utility company
executives, and representatives of nonprofit and governmental
agencies

Deliverables
Webinars on best projects and
practices

Identify best projects and practices; identify the approaches and Webinar on practices in other sectors
practices that are consistently successful
of the economy

Analyze the practices in other sectors of the economy that have
served people well and provide examples of equitable service
offerings
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Track 4: Voice of the Customer Research
Tasks

Deliverables

Conduct qualitative research that focuses on
low-income, disadvantaged, and at-risk utility
customers; focus on consumer challenges,
attitudes, preferences, and behaviors

Webinars on qualitative research will include
presentations on customer surveys

Design and conduct qualitative research on the
low-income VOC (voice of the customer) that
challenge traditional assumptions and avoids
easy or simple explanations

The scope and form of the research is to be
determined (surveys; focus groups; interviews;
etc.) and each type will have different data sets
(spreadsheets; charts and graphs; audio and
video recordings; sample messages or
infographics; etc.)

Identify techniques, programs, offerings,
communication messages, etc. that will work
better in the future
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Purpose and Process for Track 5: Regulatory & Policy
Purpose
The purpose of Track 5, Regulatory & Policy, is to help stakeholders understand
the complex balancing act faced by state regulators and utilities as they
address the impact of tariffs, programs, and investments on low income,
disadvantaged, and at-risk customers
-Managing cost pressures due to new investments
-Recovery of the current cost of service to maintain safety and
reliability
-Integrating unproven technologies into the existing grid
-Guarding against unintended cost-shifting
-Aligning existing regulatory practices with clean energy imperatives

Process
1. Track key regulatory and legislative clean energy/ climate
initiatives that directly reference or impact at-risk customers
2. Identify the pros and cons of alternative approaches to tariff
reform, new programs and services, and new investments
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Track 5: Regulatory & Policy
Tasks

Deliverables

Track regulatory developments and legislation focused on clean
energy and at-risk customers in order to provide insights

Webinar on representative
description of state utility regulation

Examine the challenges between the alignment of traditional
regulatory rules and statues with new mandates

Work papers from small group
discussions

Develop analysis on utility tariff reform
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Track 6: Utility Program Design, What If? Scenarios
This track is intended to question
assumptions underlying the traditional
utility program designs in order to optimize
what exists today in alignment new clean
energy investments, programs and policies
New policies and programs must be
considered within the context of those that
exist today
Customers and communities intended to be
served must be included in decisions
This track will explore whether clean energy
programs targeting at-risk customers can be
effective, replicable, and scalable
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Track 6: Utility Program Design,
What If? Scenarios
Tasks
Review case studies and best practices from Track 3 to identify
themes and opportunities

Deliverables
Webinar on new policies and
programs that have the support of the
small work groups

Webinars that display the application
Explore “what if?” scenarios in small work groups, and apply the
of an analytical framework to specific
analytical framework to evaluate the top scenarios
policies and programs
Identify program metrics that can measure or assess equity
impacts
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DEFG, DNV GL, Advisory Panel
Management Team of ECEE Collaborative
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DEFG
DEFG is a research and customer insights firm focused on customer strategy and experience in the utility sector.
We believe that serving those with the least, the best, is the way to transform the customer experience for all.
Our work to improve service to low-income and vulnerable utility customers includes:
• Low Income Energy Issues Form

• Low-Income Community Solar Working Group

• Contingency Planning and Arrearage Management

• Capacity-Building for Community Action Partners

• Alternative Customer Solutions and Payment
Options

• Customer Journey Mapping to Improve Engagement
and Enrollment in Energy Assistance Consumers

Jamie Wimberly, CEO, DEFG
Jwimberly@defgllc.com
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Our Partner: DNV
DNV provides independent advisory services to the entire energy value chain. We empower our customers and
their stakeholders with reliable insights so that critical decisions can be made with confidence. Our commitment
to a clean energy system transition includes low-income, vulnerable and underserved customer segments.
Expertise spans research, data analysis and statistical analysis:
• Low-income energy efficiency program evaluation
• LMI Solar Program Meta-analysis

• US Community Solar and Storage Market
Assessment
• LMI and multi-family Residential Customer EV

Needs Assessment
• Geospatial analysis of customer demographics to
help LMI programs target customers
• Co-author SECC Spotlight on Low-Income
Consumers
Michele Tihami
SVP, DNV Energy Sytems
Michele.Tihami@dnvgl.com
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Advisory Panel
An Advisory Panel will present different viewpoints and areas of expertise. The purpose is to:
• Provide advice on the agenda and process of the Collaborative
• Make recommendations on the scope of work and deliverables
• Provide perspective to the management team and members of the Collaborative
• Facilitate work groups

Advisors
Irene Dimitry

Judith Schwartz

Roger Woodworth

Val Jensen

Former VP,
DTE Energy

President, To The Point,
& Former Commissioner, Palo
Alto Utility Advisory Commission

Former VP &
Chief Strategy Officer, Avista

ICF Senior Fellow,
& Former SVP, Exelon Utilities

Monica Martinez
TBD

Principal, Ruben Strategy Group,
& Former Commissioner, Michigan
Public Service Commission

TBD
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Contacts
Jamie Wimberly, CEO, DEFG
jwimberly@defgllc.com
Nat Treadway, Managing Partner, DEFG LLC
ntreadway@defgllc.com
DEFG is a customer insights and advisory
firm in the utility space. Through
collaborative research, data analysis and
peer-to-peer networking, we help our
clients achieve ways to better serve their
customers.
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